**GREEN CODED SECTIONS - DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED FOR FORTIFIED ROOF DESIGNATION**

A. Sloped and/or low-slope roofs over the living space of the home and attached garages.
B. Upper-level balconies and/or decks over the living space of the home.
   - Exposed walking surfaces must be treated as a low-slope roof section.
   - May include widow’s walk (not shown in Figures)
C. Bay windows and/or bump-out roof areas over the living space of the home
D. Any roof type that ties into the main roof cover.

**DEFINITION FOR FORTIFIED NEW ROOF DESIGNATION**
For a qualifying home to be eligible for the FORTIFIED New Roof Designation all roof covers on or attached to the building must be replaced when reroofing. Only roof sections outside of exterior foundational walls may be exempt if there is a separation from the main roof cover. Documentation must be submitted confirming separation from main roof cover due to the presence of existing parapet walls, flashing where the roof covering is completely interrupted or terminated (excluding any type of valley), or difference of elevation (excluding hips, ridges, and change of slope).

**RED CODED SECTIONS - NOT REQUIRED TO BE DOCUMENTED FOR FORTIFIED ROOF DESIGNATION**

E. Exterior roofs that are not over living space of the home and/or tied into the main roof cover.
   - If exterior roof is separate from the main home or the main roof
F. Architectural features that project from the wall of the home (such as eyebrows and awnings)

**Figure 1 – Sample House (front)**

- A. Sloped and/or low-slope roofs over the living space of the home and attached garages.
- B. Upper-level balconies and/or decks over the living space of the home.
- C. Bay windows and/or bump-out roof areas over the living space of the home
- D. Any roof type that ties into the main roof cover.
- E. Exterior roofs that are not over living space of the home and/or tied into the main roof cover.
- F. Architectural features that project from the wall of the home (such as eyebrows and awnings)
Use "COLOR CODED LEGEND" to identify roof areas required to attain FORTIFIED ROOF designation.
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